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Washington Post columnist David Ignatius is one of the most highly regarded writers in the capital, an
influential journalist and acclaimed novelist with a keen eye for the subtleties of power and politics. In The
Sun King, Ignatius has written a love story for our time, a spellbinding portrait of the collision of ambition
and sexual desire.

Sandy Galvin is a billionaire with a rare talent for taking risks and making people happy. Galvin arrives in a
Washington suffering under a cloud of righteous misery and proceeds to turn the place upside down. He buys
the city's most powerful newspaper, The Washington Sun and Tribune, and wields it like a sword, but in his
path stands his old Harvard flame, Candace Ridgway, a beautiful and icy journalist known to her colleagues
as the Mistress of Fact. Their fateful encounter, tangled in the mysteries of their past, is narrated by David
Cantor, an acid-tongued reporter and Jerry Springer devotee who is drawn inexorably into the Sun King's
orbit and is transformed by this unpredictable man.

In this wise and poignant novel, love is the final frontier for a generation of baby boomers at midlife—still
young enough to reach for their dreams but old enough to glimpse the prospect of loss. The Sun King can
light up a room, but can he melt the worldly bonds that constrain the Mistress of Fact? In The Sun King,
David Ignatius proves with perceptive wit and haunting power that the phrase "Washington love story" isn't
an oxymoron.
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From reader reviews:

Dorothy Roper:

Reading a guide can be one of a lot of action that everyone in the world enjoys. Do you like reading book so.
There are a lot of reasons why people enjoyed. First reading a guide will give you a lot of new info. When
you read a publication you will get new information mainly because book is one of several ways to share the
information as well as their idea. Second, examining a book will make you actually more imaginative. When
you studying a book especially fictional works book the author will bring one to imagine the story how the
people do it anything. Third, you may share your knowledge to other people. When you read this The Sun
King, you may tells your family, friends along with soon about yours publication. Your knowledge can
inspire different ones, make them reading a guide.

Julia Gilmore:

The reserve with title The Sun King posesses a lot of information that you can study it. You can get a lot of
advantage after read this book. This kind of book exist new understanding the information that exist in this
e-book represented the condition of the world currently. That is important to yo7u to find out how the
improvement of the world. This book will bring you with new era of the glowbal growth. You can read the
e-book with your smart phone, so you can read it anywhere you want.

Robert Shelby:

Is it you actually who having spare time then spend it whole day by simply watching television programs or
just laying on the bed? Do you need something new? This The Sun King can be the response, oh how
comes? The new book you know. You are and so out of date, spending your extra time by reading in this
fresh era is common not a nerd activity. So what these textbooks have than the others?

Ana Gaskill:

Do you like reading a reserve? Confuse to looking for your chosen book? Or your book seemed to be rare?
Why so many question for the book? But any kind of people feel that they enjoy regarding reading. Some
people likes examining, not only science book but also novel and The Sun King or even others sources were
given knowledge for you. After you know how the truly amazing a book, you feel need to read more and
more. Science book was created for teacher or even students especially. Those textbooks are helping them to
bring their knowledge. In some other case, beside science reserve, any other book likes The Sun King to
make your spare time a lot more colorful. Many types of book like this.
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